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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach for real-time tuning of a dual input power system stabilizer using neuro-fuzzy system (NFS).
Intelligent dual input power system stabilizer (IDIPSS) comprises of NFS and conventional dual input power system stabilizer. The
NFS is a fuzzy inference system implemented in the framework of multi-layered feed forward adaptive network. NFS network is
trained using hybrid training algorithm for real-time tuning of the dual input power system stabilizer. The generator real power (Pe),
reactive power (Qe), and terminal voltage (Vt) characterizing the operating condition are input signals to the network while optimum
DIPSS parameters KS1 and T1 are the outputs. Investigations have been carried out considering three, five and seven membership
functions (MFs) of Triangular, Trapezoidal, and Gaussian shapes. Studies reveal that for real-time tuning of the dual input PSS, the
NFS network with three MFs of any shape is adequate. The proposed IDIPSS exhibits quite a robust performance to wide
variations in loading condition, system parameters and large perturbations.

Keywords: Dual input power system stabilizer; Neuro-fuzzy controllers; Adaptive network fuzzy inference system; Intelligent controllers; Adaptive
power system stabilizer

1. Introduction

Power system stabilizers (PSS) have been extensively
used for enhancing overall stability of large power
systems. Delta-Omega and Delta-P-Omega PSS (also
known as dual input power system stabilizer) have
commonly been used. Delta-Omega PSS when applied
to turbo-generators may cause excitation of torsional
modes. Delta-P-Omega stabilizer uses a combination of
electrical power and speed deviations as input signals to
derive the stabilizing signal, and has been developed to
overcome the problem of excitation of torsional modes.
Murdoch et al. [10] have dealt with integral of accel-
erating power type of PSS, which is in no way different
from IEEE type PSS2B model of dual input PSS [8].
Two basic problems associated with the application of
PSS are:

1) The operating condition and parameters of a power
system vary over a wide range.

2) The mathematical model of the power system is
highly nonlinear and is not known precisely.

In order to overcome these problems, self tuning,
variable structure, artificial neural network (ANN) and
fuzzy logic based PSS (FLPSS) have been proposed.
Although fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are capable of
dealing with non-linear and ill-defined systems effec-
tively, their design in general is based on a trial and error
approach.

Recently Neuro-Fuzzy controllers, also referred to as
adaptive network fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based
controllers [6,7,9], have been proposed to over come the
above problems. Jang [6] has presented the theory of
Neuro-Fuzzy systems (NFSs). Hariri and Malik [9] have
presented a FLPSS with learning ability. They have
arbitrarily chosen seven bell-shaped linguistic variables
for each of the two inputs without exploring the
possibility of achieving the desired performance with a
smaller number of linguistic variables. It may be noted
that the practical realization of FLC becomes quite
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Fig. 1. Transfer function block diagram of a dual input power system stabilizer (IEEE type PSS2B Model).

expensive with increase in the number of linguistic
variables and hence it is desirable to have as small a
number of linguistic variables as possible without
compromising the performance.

In the present work, an Intelligent Dual Input Power
System Stabilizer (IDIPSS) is proposed which uses a
NFS for real-time tuning of the dual input power system
stabilizer. A maiden attempt has been made to arrive at
a minimum number and shape of the MFs of the NFS
for desired real-time tuning of the dual input power
system stabilizer. The main objectives of the research
work presented in this paper are:

1) To present a systematic approach for designing an
IDIPSS using a NFS for real time-tuning of a dual
input power system stabilizer.

2) To investigate the effect of variation of number and
shape of membership functions (MFs) on the
performance of IDIPSS and hence determine the
minimum required number of MFs and their shape
for realizing IDIPSS.

3) To study the dynamic performance of the system
with IDIPSS over a wide range of operating
conditions and system parameters.

3. Dual input power system stabilizer

Fig. 1 shows the transfer function block diagram of
the IEEE type PSS2B model of the dual input power
system stabilizer [8]. The input signals to this PSS are
speed deviation, Dv and electrical power deviation, DPe

of the synchronous generator. The limits to the input
signals, which represent the allowable ranges of the
sensed values, depend on specific design parameters. For
each input, two washout blocks can be represented
(Twl — Tw4) along with transducer time constants (T6
and T7). A torsional filter (Time constants T8 and T9)
with indices m = 5 and n = 1 is provided. The VSMAX

and VSMIN are, respectively, the maximum and mini-
mum limits of the stabilizer output. FSMAX = 0 .1-0 .2

and VSMIN = —0.05 to —0.1 p.u. are used in practice [4].
The derived speed deviation signal, Dveq, has a rela-
tively low level of torsional components and is fed to a
pair of cascade connected lead-lag networks. A low
value of T2 = 0.05 s. is chosen from the consideration of
practical realization. The gain setting KS1 and time
constant T1 need to be tuned following variation in
loading condition and system parameters.

2. System investigated

A single machine infinite bus system (SMIB) is
considered. A static excitation system (IEEE type
ST1A model) and dual input PSS (IEEE type PSS2B
model) have been considered for present investigations.
The details of the static excitation system model (IEEE
type ST1A) are given in [5] The nominal parameters and
operating condition of the system are given in the
Appendix A.

4. Intelligent dual input power system stabilizer

A functional block diagram of the synchronous
generator with IDIPSS is shown in Fig. 2. The input
vector to NFS characterizing the operating condition
comprises of Pe, Qe and, Vt. The stabilizing signal u is
computed by the IDIPSS using the optimum values of
KS1 and T1 provided by NFS and the current measured
values of Dv and DPe during each sampling period. A
sampling period of 10 ms is chosen for the present
studies.
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Fig. 2. Functional block diagram of a synchronous generator,
excitation system and IDIPSS.

5. Neuro-fuzzy system

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a NFS. Jang [6] has
described the architecture and functions of the nodes in
each layer of the NFS in detail. For the purpose of
clarity of illustration a two input and two output NFS is

shown. The NFS has five layers. The node functions in
the same layer are of the same function family. The
nodes are denoted by two distinct symbols i.e. a square
and a circle. A square node has parameters, and these
parameters are adapted during the training process. A
circle node performs only a well defined computation
and has no parameters to be adapted during training
process. The inputs to the NFS are denoted as x and y,
and the outputs as z1 and z2. Three Gaussian MFs are
chosen for each of the two inputs for illustration, i.e. A1,
A2, and A3 for input x and B1, B2, and B3 for input y.
With two inputs and three MFs for each of the inputs,
the resulting Takagi-Sugeno type rule base [3] is as
follows:

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1, thenf11 =
h P qy

• Rule 9: If x is A3 and y is B3, thenf19 =
r19; /29 = p29x + q29y + r29.

First part of a rule is premise part whereas second is
consequent part, which is a linear combination of input
variables plus a constant term. Here number of con-
sequent parts are 2 (i.e. equal to number of outputs of
the NFS). A double subscript notation is used for the
parameters of the consequent parts. First subscript
stands for the output node number and the second

Layer - 1 Layer - 2 Layer - 3 Layer - 4

Fig. 3. Neuro-fuzzy system (NFS).

Layer - 5
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subscript stands for the rule number. The node func-
tions in the different layers are described below:

• Layer1: Every node i in this layer is a square node
with node function:

(1)

where x is the input to node i, Ai is the linguistic label
(small, large, etc.) associated with this node function.
In other words, O1i is the membership of Ai and it
specifies the degree to which the given x satisfies the
qualifier Ai. Gaussian shaped MF with maximum
value equal to 1 and minimum value equal to zero is
defined as:

-(x-cty
2a}

2 = 1 , 2; 3: (2)

where {ci, s i} is the parameter set. Parameters in this
layer are referred to as premise parameters.
Layer2: Every node in this layer is a circle node
labeled as P. Each node output represents the firing
strength of a rule. Considering AND operation on
incoming signals, the output from the kth node is
denoted as:

O\ = wk =

9
(3)

i; j = 1; 2; 3 ; and k= 1; 2;.

where, O2k denotes the output of the kth node in layer
2.
Layer3: Every node in this layer is a circle node,
labeled as N. The ith node computes the ratio of the
ith rule's firing strength to the sum of all rules' firing
strengths:

O =w,=- n = 9 ; 2 = 1 , 2 ; 3 ; . . . ; 9 (4)

E
i=\

The outputs of this layer will be called normalized
firing strengths. O3i represents output of the ith node
in layer 3.
Layer4: Every node in this layer is a square node with
a node function:

(5)
7 = 1; 2; . . . ; 9; k=\, 2

where, O4(k,j) denotes (k,j)th node in the layer 4, Wj is
the output of jth node in layer 3, {pkj, qkj, rkj} is
parameter set which is associated with (k,7) node in
this layer. Parameters in this layer are referred to as
consequent parameters.
Layer5: The nodes in this layer are circle nodes
labeled a that computes the overall output as the
summation of all incoming signals, i.e.

Table 1
Two passes in the hybrid learning procedure for NFS

Forward pass Backward pass

Premise para- Fixed
meters

Consequent The parameters are
parameters identified by LSE

technique
Signals Node outputs

The parameters are updated
using Gradient Descent
technique
Fixed

Error rates

O\ = overall output = zi =

n = 9; i = 1; 2

(6)

6. Hybrid learning algorithm

The NFS is trained using a hybrid learning algorithm
[2]. Each epoch in the hybrid learning is composed of a
forward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass,
the functional signal go forward till layer-4 and con-
sequent parameters are identified by least squares
estimate technique. In the backward pass the error
rate is propagated and the premise parameters (i.e.
centers and variances of the Gaussian MFs) are updated
by Gradient descent method. Table 1 summarizes the
activities of each pass. A brief description of the hybrid
learning algorithm is given in Appendix B.

7. Analysis

7.1. Small perturbation transfer function model of a
machine-infinite bus system

Fig. 4 shows the small perturbation transfer function
block diagram of the machine-infinite bus system
relating the pertinent variables of electrical torque,
speed, angle, terminal voltage, field voltage and flux
linkages. This linear model has been developed, by
linearizing the nonlinear model around a nominal
operating point. This model was originally developed
by Heffron and Phillips [1]. The Ki —Kf, constants of the
model depend on the system parameters and the
operating condition. The block diagram of the dual
input PSS is also included.
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and Xe: 0:4 to 0:8 p :u : (10)

AVrcf

Fig. 4. Small perturbation transfer function block diagram of a single
machine-infinite bus system and dual input power system stabilizer.

7.2. Algorithm for designing NFS

7.2.1. Step1: generation of training patterns
For a SMIB system, the generator terminal complex

power (Pe+jQe), generator terminal voltage (Vt),
equivalent reactance Xe and infinite bus voltage EB are
related as,

Pe-jQt

V*
(7)

Let us consider EB as a reference phasor (i.e. EB =
EB L0°, and Ft = Vtd+jVtq); from Eq. (7) by equating
real and imaginary parts, we get:

(8)
X

e(
P

eVt - Vtd 2

Vt

Vt

—

Vtd)

= 0 (9)

The Eqs. (8) and (9) are two independent equations in
terms of EB, Vt, Pe, Qe, Vtd and Xe. Assuming EB= 1.0
p.u., we are left with five variables and two equations. If
three of these five variables are assumed then other two
can be determined. Since Pe, Qe and Vt are measurable
at the terminals of the generator, these are chosen as the
coordinates of the input space. A training pattern
comprises of input vector (i.e. Pe, Qe, and Vt) and
output vector (i.e. KS1 and T1). The training patterns
should be so generated that the complete domain of
operation is covered. The Pe, Vt and Xe are assumed to
vary over the typical ranges given below for the present
investigations:

Pe: 0:2 to 2:0 p:u:; Vt:0:9 to 1:1 p:u:

A typical set of 400 operating conditions is generated
using random selection process. For each operating
condition, comprising Pe, Vt and Xe, the value of Qe is
computed. The input vector of the training pattern is
now Pe, Qe, and Vt. For each of the input vector, the
optimum value of T1 is computed using phase compen-
sation technique [2] and optimum value of KS1 is
computed applying ISE technique (Appendix C). These
training patterns account for the variation in Xe.

7.2.2. Step2: selection of UODs and normalization
factors

The use of normalized domains, i.e. universes of
discourse (UODs) requires a scale transformation which
maps physical values of process variables into a normal-
ized domain. The scaling factors which describe the
particular input normalization play a role similar to that
of the gain coefficient in a conventional controller. The
maximum values of Pe, Qe, and Vt are 2.0, 1.3627 and
1.1 p.u. while their minimum values are 0.167, —0.0535
and 0.8961 p.u., respectively, in the 400 training patterns
generated. A scaling is done in order that the range of
values of input variables is spread over the complete
UOD. Upper limits of UODs for all the three variables
i.e. Pe, Qe, and Vt, are chosen equal to 3, and hence the
normalization or scaling factors Kp, Kv and Kv are
obtained as follows:

q 1.3627
= 2:2015;

(11)
K= 3 = 2:7273v 1.1

The lower limits of the UOD for Pe, Qe, and Vt are
obtained by multiplying the minimum value of Pe, Qe,
and Vt by respective scaling factors. The lower limits of
the UOD are obtained as 0.25, —0.3 and 2.4, respec-
tively. Hence the UODs for Pe, Qe, and Vt are (0.3, 3.0),
(-0.3, 3.0), and (2.4, 3.0), respectively.

7.2.3. Step3: training of NFS network
To start with NFS is designed considering 3 Gaussian

linguistic variables for all the three input signals. ANFIS
Function of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of MATLAB
software is used for training. Initial MFs are uniformly
distributed and all consequent parameters of the rule
base are set to zero. The initial values of ci and si for
MFs are selected using the following equations:

c = lower value of UOD

c = c
upper value of UOD — lower value of UOD

2 = 2 ,

(number of MFs — 1)

number of MFs

(12)

(13)
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U) MFs for P

(b) MFsforO,

(c) MFs for V,

Final optimum MFs
Initially assumed MFs

Fig. 5. Initial and final MFs of trained NFS.

1
a =

2 log(2)

upper value of UOD — lower value of UOD
2(number of MFs — 1)

(14)

An equal value of s is assumed for all MFs of a
variable. The NFS starts learning from zero output and
during the training gradually learns to perform the
desired function. The network is trained by presenting
400 training patterns generated earlier. Fig. 5 shows the
initially assumed and optimum MFs at the end of
training. Table 2 shows the initially assumed and
optimum values of the premise parameters (ci, si) of
the MFs. Examination of Fig. 5 and Table 2 reveals that
the parameter set (ci, si) of the trained MFs for the
input signals Pe and Qe are not much different from
their initially chosen values. However, the parameter set
(ci, si) of the trained MFs of the input signal Vt is
significantly different from their initial values.

Table 3 shows the parameters (KS1 and T1) of the dual
input PSS computed using trained NFS and those

obtained by off-line computation for ten typical test
operating conditions. The parameters computed using
NFS network closely match with the corresponding off-
line computed values.

7.3. Dynamic performance of the system with IDIPSS

The dynamic responses of the system are obtained for
step increase in mechanical torque i.e. ATm = 0.05 p.u.
with (a) IDIPSS and (b) fixed parameter DIPSS
(optimum corresponding to nominal loading condition,
KS1 = 11.6007, Ti= 0.3670 s) for the following two
loading conditions:

i) Nominal loading: (Pe = 0.9, Qe = 0.3 and Vt =
1.0078 p.u.).

ii) Off-nominal loading: (Pe = 0.5, Qe = 0.0835 and
Ft =1.0 p.u.).

Studies revealed that at the nominal loading the
dynamic performance of the system with IDIPSS and
that obtained with fixed parameter DIPSS were virtually
identical. However, the dynamic performance of the
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Table 2
Initial and final value of the premise parameters

MFs Parameters Initially assumed values Optimum values

0.3847
0.4449
0.5901
1.333
0.6815
2.725
0.5448

/0.4197
0.6035
1.199
0.8542
2.847
0.1862
2.558
0.04627
2.801
0.111
3.087

system at off-nominal loading with intelligent DIPSS is
much superior to that obtained with fixed parameter
DIPSS (Fig. 6).

7.4. Effect of variation of number of MFs and their shape
on the performance of IDIPSS

In order to examine whether there is any merit in
increasing the number of MFs from 3, NFS is now
designed considering 5 and 7 Gaussian MFs for all the
three inputs. The dynamic responses of the system for
Aco are obtained at nominal operating condition con-
sidering 5% step increase in mechanical torque (DTm =
0.05 p.u.) with IDIPSS based on 5 and 7 MFs and are
compared with that based on 3 MFs (Fig. 7). It is clearly
seen that the responses hardly differed form each other.
It may thus be inferred, that there is no merit in
increasing the number of MFs from 3. It is important

12
x10"4

A Pe = 0.50 p.u.,Qe = 0.0835 p.u.,
V, = 1.0 p.u., X e = 0.65 p.u.

IDIPSS
Fixed Parameter
Dual Input PSS

0.1 1.5 2 2.5
Time (Sec.) ->

3.5

Fig. 6. Dynamic responses of the system for Dv at off-nominal
operating condition.

to reiterate the fact that the realization of the IDIPSS
with a smaller number of MFs is economical as
compared with that with a relatively larger number of
MFs. Studies were also carried out considering 3, 5, and
7 MFs of triangular and trapezoidal shapes. Investiga-
tions revealed that there is no merit in increasing
number of MFs from 3, with any of the alternative
shapes.

In order to understand whether there is any advantage
in terms of improved dynamic performance with NFS
based on alternative forms of MFs, NFS networks are
designed considering 3 MFs of triangular and trapezoi-
dal shape for all the three inputs. Dynamic responses of
the system for Dv obtained at nominal operating
condition considering 5% step increase in mechanical
torque (ATm = 0.05 p.u.) with IDIPSS based on alter-
native forms of MFs were found to be virtually identical
(Fig. 8). In view of the above, IDIPSS based on three
Gaussian MFs is chosen for further studies.

Table 3
Optimum KS1 and T1 of the dual input PSS computed using trained NFS network with three Gaussian MFs and corresponding off-line computed
optimum values for ten typical test operating conditions

Operating

Pe (p.u.)

1.5202
0.6063
0.6212
1.3716
0.4695
1.2947
0.2215
1.0651
1.1613
0.9867

conditions

Qe (p.u.)

0.6522
-0.0609

0.1537
0.4534
0.0801
0.7970

/0.0465
0.3291
0.6941
0.4798

Vt (p.u.)

0.9904
0.942709
1.0125
0.9743
1.0130
1.0478
0.938365
0.9699
1.0201
1.0153

Xe (p.u.)

0.4818
0.390530
0.6763
0.4
0.4761
0.6897
0.841618
0.5762
0.7588
0.7883

Optimum off-line

12.3241
3.996499
9.5181
0.4395
6.9043

30.6204
45.197424
10.0936
37.4729
24.3011

computed PSS parameters

T1

0.3812
0.377995
0 . 3 5
0.4428
0.4266
0.2890
0.206389
0.3916
0.2691
0.2919

PSS parameters

12.4087
3.91232
9.9645
7.2552
6.8264

30.7429
45.2563

9.7816
37.3279
24.1174

computed using NFS network

n
0.3949
0.3724
0.3568
0.4395
0.4530
0.2923
0.21623
0.3916
0.2726
0.3027
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Fig. 7. Dynamic responses of the system for Dv with IDIPSS based
on 3, 5, and 7 Gaussian shaped MFs.
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Fig. 8. Dynamic responses of the system for Dv with IDIPSS based
on three MFs of Gaussian, triangular and trapezoidal shapes.

7.5. Effect of variation of loading on performance of
IDIPSS

For assessing the robustness of the system with
IDIPSS, the dynamic responses of the system for Dv
with IDIPSS are obtained considering 5% step increase
in mechanical torque (ATm = 0.05 p.u.) for the following
four widely different loading conditions (Fig. 9):

1) Pe = 1.20 p.u., Qe = 0.5757 p.u., and Vt = 1.0 p.u.
2) Pe = 0.95 p.u., Qe = 0.3284 p.u., and Vt = 1.0 p.u.
3) Pe = 0.50 p.u., Qe = 0.0835 p.u., and Vt = 1.0 p.u.
4) Pe = 0.25 p.u., Qe= -0.0515 p.u., and Vt = 1.0p.u.

Examination of Fig. 9 clearly shows that the dynamic
responses are well damped for all the four operating
conditions. It may thus be concluded that IDIPSS is
quite robust to wide variations in loading condition.

7.6. Effect of variation of Xe on performance of IDIPSS

Investigations are now carried out to understand the
effect of variation of Xe on the dynamic performance of
the system with IDIPSS. An operating condition
corresponding to Pe = 0.95, Ft = 1.0 p.u. and infinite
bus voltage EB = 1.0 p.u., is assumed. For each value of
Xe, the reactive power output Qe is computed. The Qe

corresponding to three widely different values of Xe are
given below:

1) Xe = 0.5 p.u., Qe = 0.2400 p.u.
2) Xe = 0.6 p.u., Qe = 0.2973 p.u.
3) Xe = 0.7 p.u., Qe = 0.3617 p.u.

Fig. 10 shows the dynamic responses of the system for
Aco with IDIPSS obtained for three different values of
Xe considering Ar m = 0.05 p.u.. It is quite clear shows
that the IDIPSS exhibits quite a robust performance
over a wide range of Xe.

7.7. Performance of IDIPSS under large perturbation

In order to examine the robustness of the dynamic
performance of the system with IDIPSS under large
perturbation, the dynamic response for v of the system

Xc = 0.65 p.u.
Pe=l .20 p.u.,Qe=0.5757 p.u.,V,= 1.0 p.u.
Pe=0.95 p.u.,Qe= 0.3284 p.u.,Vt=1.0 p.u.
Pe=0.50 p.u.,Qe= 0.0835 p.u.,Vt=1.0 p.u.
Pe=0.25 p.u.,Qe= -0.052 p.u.,Vt=0.95p.u

0.5 1 1.0 2 2.0 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Time ( Sec.) —>

Fig. 9. Dynamic responses of the system for Dv with IDIPSS for
different loading conditions.
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xlO

1 - 0.95 p.u., Vt=1.0p.u
-Xe = 0.5p.u, Qe= 0.2400 p.u.
Xe = 0.6 p.u, Qe= 0.2973 p.u.
Xe = 0.7 p.u, Qe = 0.3617 p.u.

0.5 1.5 2 2.5

Time (Sec.) ->
3.5

Fig. 10. Dynamic responses of the system for Dv with IDIPSS for
different value of X.

with IDIPSS are obtained considering 3 phase transitory
fault of four cycles duration at the terminals of the
generator for four widely different loading conditions
(Fig. 11). Examination of Fig. 11 shows that ANFIS-
DIPSS is quite effective under large perturbations also.

2) Investigations reveal that the dynamic performance
of the system with IDIPSS based on 3 MFs, is
virtually identical to those based on 5 and 7 MFs.
Studies also show that the performance of the
system with IDIPSS based on triangular, trapezoi-
dal, and Gaussian shaped MFs hardly differ from
each other. Hence, it may be inferred that the
IDIPSS may be based on any of the alternative
shapes (Gaussian, Triangular or Trapezoidal) with-
out compromising performance.

3) The performance of the IDIPSS is quite robust to
wide variations in operating condition and equiva-
lent reactance, Xe.

4) The studies reveal that the IDIPSS provides robust
dynamic performance under large perturbations
also.
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8. Conclusions

1) A systematic approach for designing an IDIPSS
based on NFS has been presented.

Appendix A

The nominal system parameters and operating con-
dition are:i/= 3.5 s, Tdo = 8 s, Xd = 1.81 p.u., Xd

? = 0.3
p.u., Xq = 1.76 p.u. KA = 400, TR = 0.02 s, TA = 0.05 s,
TB = 1.0 s, r c = 8.0 s.Pe = 0.9 p.u., Qe = 0.3 p.u., Vt =
1.0078 p.u., Xe = 0.65 p.u.

(
S

Xe= 0.65 p.U.
Pe=1.10 p.u.,Qe=0.3693 p.u.,Vt=1.0 p.u.
Pe=0.95 p.u.,Qe= 0.3284 p.u.,Vt=1.0 p.u.
Pe=0.65 p.u.,Qe= 0.1441 p.u.,V,=1.0 p.u.

, Pc=0.25 p.u.,Qc= -0.052 p.u.,Vt=0.95p.u

0.5 1 1.5

Time (Sec.) ->•

Fig. 11. Dynamic responses for v of the system considering a
transitory 3 phase fault of four cycles duration at the terminals of
the generator at different loading condition with IDIPSS.

Appendix B

A hybrid learning rule combines the gradient method
and the least squares estimate (LSE) to identify para-
meters. The consequent parameters are identified using
LSE technique and premise parameters are identified
using gradient method.

Consequent parameter identification using LSE tech-
nique:

For simplicity, assume that the NFS network under
consideration has only one output

Output = F{I, S) (A2:1)

where / is the set of input variables and S is the set of
parameters. If there exists a function H such that the
composite function (H x F) is linear in some of the
elements of S, then these elements can be identified by
the least squares method. More formally, if the para-
meter set S can be decomposed into two sets:
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= Sl®S2 (A2:2)

(where © represents direct sum) such that (H x F) is
linear in some of the elements of S, then upon applying
H to Eq. (A2.1), we have:

H(output) = H x F(I, S) (A2:3)

Which is linear in the elements of S2. Now given
values of elements of S1, we can plug P training data
into Eq. (A2.3) and obtain the matrix equation:

AX = B (A2:4)

where X is unknown vector whose elements are para-
meters in S2. Let IS2I = M, then the dimensions of A, X,
and B are P x M, M x l and P x l , respectively. Since
P (number of training data pairs) is usually greater than
M (number of linear parameters) this is an over
determined problem) and generally there is no exact
solution to Eq. (A2.4). Instead, a least squares estimate
(LSE) of X. Let X* is the least squares estimate (LSE) of
X. X* is sought to minimize the squares error ||^X—
Bjj2. This is the standard problem that forms the
grounds for linear regression. X* is obtained as follows:

X* = (ATAy1ATB (A2:5)

where AT is the transpose of A, and (ATA)~lAT is the
pseudo-inverse of A. The sequential method of LSE is
more efficient (especially when M is small) and can be
easily modified to an on-line version for systems with
changing characteristics. Specifically, let the i th row of
matrix A defined in Eq. (A2.5) be aTi and the ith element
of B be biT, the X can be calculated iteratively using the
following sequential formulas [6]:

U ; I 1 i J ,•
Sa ,&

aJ+1Stai+1

—; i = 0; 1; . . . ; P-\
(A2:6)

where Si is called the co-variance matrix and the least-
squares estimate X* is equal to XP. The initial condi-
tions to bootstrap (Eq. (A2.6)) are Xo = 0 and S0 = yl,
where g is a positive large number and I is the identity
matrix of dimension M x M. If number of training
patterns are P, number of outputs are 2 and number of
unknown linear parameters in one consequent part are
M, the dimensions of A, B, X will be P x M, P x 2,
and M x 2, respectively. Here ai+1, bt+\ are (/"+ 1)th
row-vectors of A and B matrices, respectively.

For the problem investigated with three inputs (Pi,
Qi, Vti) and considering three Gaussian MFs for each
inputs and two outputs KS1 and T1, the number of
premise and consequent parameters are 18 and 216,
respectively.

Premise parameter identification using gradient
method:

Assuming the given training data has P entries, we
can define the error measure (or energy function) for the

pth (1 <p <P) entry of training data as the sum of
squared errors:

Ep = 2_JJmf - OmL;p)2 (A2:7)
m=\

where Tm,p is the mth component of pth target output
vector, and OmL,p is the mth component of actual output
vector produced by the presentation of the pth input
vector. Hence the overall error measure is E = 2^= 1 Ep:

Now if a is a parameter of the given adaptive
network, then the derivative of the overall error measure
E with respect to a is:

@E

da'

dEn

"h (A2:8)

Accordingly, the update formula for the generic
parameter a is:

Aa = h@ E (A2:9)

in which h is a learning rate.

Appendix C

Optimization of Parameters of the Dual Input PSS
The dual input PSS may be considered comprising

two cascade connected blocks i.e. processing block and
lead-lag network block (Fig. 1). The parameters of
processing block are assumed same as given in IEEE
committee report [8] (Appendix C). Two identical
cascade connected lead-lag networks ( T^ = T1 and
TA = T2) are assumed. After the selection of a value of
T2 = 0.05 s, the parameters of the dual input PSS remain
to be optimized are gain setting KS1 and lead time
constant T1. The time constant T1 is computed using
phase compensation technique [2]. The optimum value
of gain setting KS1 is obtained using integral of squared
errors (ISE) technique considering a quadratic perfor-
mance index

OO

/ = (Dd(t ) A<5SS)
2 dt

where Ddss is the steady state value of D d obtained for a
5% step increase in mechanical torque (i.e. ATm = 0.05
p.u.).

Appendix D

The IEEE recommended settings of the processing
block of the IEEE type PSS2B model of the dual input
PSS are [8]:KS2 = 0.99, KS3 = 1.0, T5 = 0.033 s, T6 = 0.0
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s, T 7 = 10 s, T 8 = 0 .5 s, T9 = 0 .1 s, T10 = 0 . 0 , n = \ , m =
5, Tw1 = Tw2 = Tw3 = Tw4 = 10 s.

ification, IEEE Trans. Energy Conversion 14 (4) (1999) 1658-
1669.
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